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Understanding the nature and dynamics of material defects in superconducting circuits is of paramount
importance for improving qubit coherence and parameter stability and much needed for implementing large-scale
quantum computing. Here we present measurements on individual highly coherent environmental two-level
systems (TLS). We trace the spectral diffusion of specific TLS and demonstrate that it originates from the
TLS coupling to a small number of low energy incoherent fluctuators. From the analysis of these fluctuations,
we access the relevant parameters of low energy fluctuators: dipole moments, switching energies, and, more
importantly, interaction energies. Our approach opens up the possibility of deducing the macroscopic observables
in amorphous glassy media from direct measurements of local fluctuator dynamics at the microscopic level—a
route towards substantiating commonly accepted, but so far phenomenological, models for the decohering
environment.
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I. INTRODUCTION

All superconducting qubit designs suggested so far suffer
from noise and parameter drift and associated decoherence.
These detrimental effects are known to stem from the qubit
coupling to two-level systems (TLS) associated with spurious
material defects and present a major issue towards engineering
large scale superconducting quantum circuits [1–5]. Great
progress has been made in the last decade towards understand-
ing the decoherence mechanisms by using qubits as natural
probes of individual TLS [5–13], yet their physical origin and
chemical nature remain unknown.

Complementary, superconducting resonators allow for
electron spin resonance (ESR) spectroscopy of small volumes
and very few spins [14] and in situ chemical identification
of dilute paramagnetic material defects [15]. This provides a
route for straightforward evaluation of the effects of fabrica-
tion and surface treatments on defect density and composition
[15–18]. However, resonators as probes of TLS were so
far mainly used to reveal ensemble effects over a broad
parameter range [5,15,16,19–22]. Detection of individual
TLS in a superconducting resonator was first demonstrated
with an embedded parallel plate capacitor [23,24], although
this method does not differentiate between surface and
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bulk TLS, the former being most ubiquitous in qubits
[10].

The detection of individual surface TLS with planar res-
onators was only recently demonstrated [21,25,26]. Together
with increased loss, the TLS-resonator coupling causes a dis-
persive shift of the resonator frequency; the most prominent
shift comes from near-resonant TLS with relaxation times on
par or superior to that of the resonator itself. Such TLS should
be treated as quantum coherent systems. The TLS-induced
dispersive shift per se does not induce noise in resonators or
qubits; it is the temporal instability of TLS parameters which
is detrimental. Having energy level splittings UTLS > kBT , the
near-resonant TLS are not subjected to thermal fluctuations
and their parameter instability is attributed to interaction with
much more abundant low energy fluctuators with UTLF <

kBT . These low-energy fluctuators (commonly referred to as
TLF) have fast relaxation rates, behave as classical two-state
systems, and constitute the fluctuating environment for the
higher energy coherent TLS [5,27]. The fluctuations in the
TLF bath are responsible for the instability of TLS and there-
fore comprise the ultimate source of noise and decoherence
in quantum devices [3–5,16,19]. The TLS-TLF hierarchy is
illustrated in Fig. 1(b).

As for their physical nature, the resonant TLS are usually
assumed to be atomic scale tunneling systems, i.e., atoms in
a double well potential, likely hosted by some lattice imper-
fection or surface adsorbates [5,10], but other origins have
also been suggested [21,28,29]. The microscopic nature of
classical TLFs is even more elusive. Only in one previous
setting has an individual TLF (coupled to a TLS) been studied
in a qubit setup [6,30]. The most celebrated model for the TLF
medium is the standard tunneling model (STM) [31] which
aims to derive the observed ensemble averaged properties
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FIG. 1. Planar superconducting resonator as a sensor of fluctu-
ating environmental defects. (a) Sketch of the sample setup: Tuning
resonator frequency (via the applied current Ib) and external electro-
static gate Vg allow us to select individual coherent TLS for study.
The resonator is read out by measuring the transmission S21 between
ports 1 and 2. (b) The TLS (blue) couples to a few neighboring inco-
herent TLFs (red) within the TLS interaction volume (blue circles).
The random switching of TLFs causes the telegraphlike fluctuation
of TLS excitation energy. The larger bath of background TLFs (gray)
affects the TLS linewidth. The TLS couple to the resonator via the
microwave electric field ERF, and the DC electric field EDC arising
from the applied gate voltage Vg allows us to select specific TLS to
be in resonance with the resonator.

of decohering media from a phenomenological description
of individual two-level fluctuators and their parameters. As
such, the STM (and modifications thereof [27,32,33]) does not
provide insight into the physical origin of TLS/TLF, nor into
the microscopic properties of individual TLS, instrumental
for procedures to improve and understand material proper-
ties of low temperature condensed matter systems [34]. A
microscopic theory of amorphous glassy media requires un-
derstanding of the origin and dynamics of individual TLS and
their TLF environment, and in particular of their interactions.

Here we experimentally develop this approach in the
specific case of superconducting devices and associated mate-
rials. We employ kinetic-inductance frequency tunable planar
resonators [25,35] in combination with external electrostatic
gating as a versatile platform to resolve individual TLS and to
track their dynamics. Such a coupled resonator-TLS system
becomes a sensitive probe for the study of individual TLF in a
wide temperature range from 10 to >300 mK and provides
access to TLF-TLF dynamics and interaction energies. We
reveal direct evidence of two interacting TLFs, sensed through
the same TLS.

II. EXPERIMENT

The results were obtained with a planar superconducting
resonator (made from a NbN thin film on a sapphire substrate).
The resonator is made frequency tunable via its kinetic induc-
tance by application of a small direct current bias (<1 mA).
Details about resonator design and fabrication can be found
in Ref. [25]. The resonators are cooled down to a base tem-
perature of 10 mK in a well filtered dilution refrigerator. The
bias current is fed to the resonator through low-pass filtered
lines and back to the ground (via a 50 � termination) at
the 4 K stage of the fridge. A detailed description of the
experimental setup can be found in Ref. [21]. An additional
and essential aspect of the present setup is an electrostatic gate
located in the sample enclosure, separated from the sample
by approximately 2.6 mm, to control the TLS energy [10,12].
The sample setup showing the gate geometry and device prin-
ciple is sketched in Fig. 1(a). We perform S21 transmission
measurements using a vector network analyzer and extract
f0 and quality factors. The resonator used here has a bare
resonance frequency f0 = 4.86 GHz, a coupling quality factor
Qc ≈ 1.4 × 105, and, importantly for this study, a high single
photon internal quality factor Qi ≈ 1.3 × 105. We probe the
resonator at low powers corresponding to average photon
numbers �100 to avoid saturating the TLS.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 shows the variation in internal Qi versus applied
gate voltage Vg as the resonance frequency is repeatedly de-
tuned up to δ f ≈ 64 MHz (a single frequency sweep at a
given gate voltage takes approximately 15 minutes, and each
detuning step corresponds to approximately one resonance
linewidth). We observe dips in these Q(δ f ) traces; when
sweeping both frequency and the gate voltage, these dips
move in frequency and trace out hyperbolas on the δ f − Vg

plane, some reaching their minimum within the measurement
window. Each of these hyperbolas originate from a strongly
coupled coherent TLS with frequency

fTLS(Vg) =
√

�2
0 + γ 2(Vg − Vg0)2/h, (1)

where γ ∼ p0/dgate is the coupling strength of the TLS to
the electric field induced by the applied gate voltage (see
Appendix B for details), and p0 = qd0 is the TLS dipole
moment (with charge q and displacement d0) projected along
the direction of the local electric field induced by the gate.

We now focus on the two segments (marked with red
dashed lines in Fig. 2) with minima around Vg0 = −23 V and
−18 V and the same γ . Close inspection of Fig. 2 reveals
that for each vertical trace the TLS is exclusively measured
in one of two states only, a strong indication that these two
hyperbolas originate from the same TLS.

The instability of TLS parameters is attributed to the
switching of low energy TLFs [27] in the proximity of the
TLS. One such TLF is dominant in this specific case and
the switching rate is on the order of the sweep time, i.e., 15
minutes. Noteworthy, close to the hyperbola minimum the
energies of the two states are degenerate and switching cannot
be observed. This, together with the same γ and minimum
frequency of the two hyperbolas, indicates that the coupled
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FIG. 2. Spectral and electric field mapping of TLSs. The measured variation of the quality factor δQi = (Qi − 〈Qi〉)/〈Qi〉 of a 4.86 GHz
resonator as a function of resonator frequency and applied gate voltage (Vg). Numerous individual TLS trace out the hyperbolas associated
with additional loss (lower Q). Data is taken at 10 mK and average photon number ∼10.

TLF modifies the local electric field experienced by the TLS.
The amount by which the fluctuating field perturbs the TLS
energy depends on the TLS dipole moment p0 and the TLF-
generated electric field at the TLS position.

To estimate p0 we first extract the coupling strength γ

by fitting Eq. (1) to the hyperbola in Fig. 2 and find γ =
19 MHz/V. Next, for a known sample (and enclosure) geom-
etry we can evaluate the typical electric field E experienced
by the majority of TLS if they were randomly distributed at
the metal/air (MA) or substrate/air (SA) interfaces. Based on
electrostatic simulations and the measured distribution of γ ’s
from a large number of TLS hyperbolas we find that the most
likely location for TLS with γ on the order of 10–20 MHz is
on the MA interface and the most feasible dipole moment is
p0 ≈ 1.9 eÅ (see Appendix C), a quite plausible number for
an atomically-scaled fluctuator. In what follows, we will as-
sume that the incoherent TLFs are also hosted by structurally
similar defects and therefore possess a characteristic dipole
moment comparable with that of the TLS. Then the distance r0

between the hopping TLS (cf. red dashed hyperbolas in Fig. 2)
and the disturbing TLF can be estimated from the gate voltage
offset δVg0 = 5 V between the two hyperbolas. We find r0 ≈
80 nm (Appendix C), which is consistent with the expected
interaction volume R3 of a TLS, previously found through
analysis of ensemble effects to be R ≈ 100 nm at 10 mK
[16,27,36] (and scaling with temperature as R ∼ T −(1+μ),
μ ≈ 0.2 being a parameter characterizing the ∝U μ energy
dependence of the TLS density of states at low energies).
The field modulation due to this particular TLF is likely on
the upper scale of expected ensemble parameters, as no other
switching TLS among about 50 studied so far shows similar
or larger displacement, and we cannot exclude that for the
majority of TLS the switching is masked by their linewidth.
Accounting for possible screening effects would also yield a

smaller r0, although to accurately estimate screening at the
atomic scale is not a straightforward task.

Counting the number of traces n1 and n2 in Fig. 2 that
correspond to the TLS in each of two states we get the
probability for the TLF to be found in its excited state, and
from this probability we can estimate the asymmetry energy
�0 for the TLF, �TLF: ln(n1/n2) = −�TLF/kBT . Assuming
the TLF temperature is that of the mixing chamber we find
that �TLF = 11 mK (0.23 GHz), which is much smaller than
�TLS/h = 4.82 GHz (230 mK).

If TLF switching disturbs the TLS energy by an amount
similar to or less than the TLS linewidth, the above simple ap-
proach of counting traces in the two states could not be used.
In this situation we instead trace the instantaneous resonator
frequency using the Pound locking (PL) technique [37]. In
principle, with the PL technique it is possible to trace the
temporal resonance frequency variations with submillisecond
resolution. However, here the observed TLF dynamics occurs
at longer timescales which limits our sampling rate to 10 Hz.

Combining the electrostatic gating and the frequency
tuning we bring a strongly coupled TLS into resonance.
Figure 3(a) presents the time-averaged resonator response
when the gate-dependent TLS frequency crosses the reso-
nance frequency. This particular TLS, when tuned through
resonance, shifts the resonator frequency by ∼ ± 40 kHz
(comparable to the resonator linewidth of 70 kHz). We mea-
sure the resonator frequency as a function of time at two
selected values of the gate voltage Vg depicted in Fig. 3(a) with
black and red dashed lines (here shown for the temperature
T = 30 mK). The corresponding time series are shown in
Fig. 3(b). Figure 3(c) shows the histograms of the same data.
Off resonant with the TLS (black data) the histogram is well
described by a single narrow Gaussian peak. Its width corre-
sponds to the ‘background’ frequency noise of the resonator
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FIG. 3. (a) The time-averaged resonator frequency around its resonance with a strongly coupled TLS tuned by the gate. (b) Temporal
fluctuations of the resonance frequency when resonator and TLS are tuned in (red) and off (black) resonance. Corresponding gate voltages are
indicated by the dashed lines in (a). The measurements performed at T = 30 mK. (c) Histograms of the two time traces in (b). (d) Sketch of
the corresponding microscopic TLF-TLS configuration discussed in the text. gFF and gSF show the couplings between the different entities. (e)
The fitted TLF energy scales for a range of temperatures.

and a typical 1/ f noise power spectrum of magnitude similar
to what was previously reported [16,36]; the background 1/ f
noise stems from the energy drift of a large number of weakly
coupled TLS. We then perform the same measurement on
resonance with the strongly coupled TLS (red data). Its strong
coupling allows us to single out the dynamics of one particular
TLS from the rest of the TLS ensemble. Remarkably, we find
four distinct peaks in the histogram of the f0(t ) data.

The most straightforward interpretation of the four-peak
histogram structure is that this particular TLS is strongly
coupled to two low energy TLFs. The gate and frequency
tunability in our experiment allows us to single out a dominant
TLS coupled to multiple TLFs. This is direct evidence of
multiple fluctuators coupled to the same TLS, whereas single
ones have previously been identified [6]. Remarkably, the
four-peak structure persists on histograms up to T = 100 mK
(see Appendix for more data), albeit less evident at high tem-
peratures. At even higher temperatures (150 mK and above)
we observe irreversible thermal reconfiguration of the TLS
[21] whereupon further measurements of the same TLS were
not possible.

To always have just a few strongly coupled and thermally
active TLFs would indeed be the expectation based on pre-
vious estimates [16,27]. In our particular case, based on the
magnitude A0 = 3 × 10−14 of the 1/ f fractional frequency
noise Sy( f ) = A0/ f (extracted from the power dependence of

the noise when off-resonant with a strongly coupled TLS) and
the intrinsic loss tangent, we can make an order of magnitude
estimate for the average expected number NF of thermally ac-
tivated fluctuators coupled to each coherent TLS [16,27]. We
find NF = cT 1+μ ≈ 5 at T = 10 mK, where c = 1300 K−1−μ

(see Appendix A). All four peaks in Fig. 3(c) are of simi-
lar amplitude, meaning that the TLS-TLF-TLF constellation
spends roughly the same time in any of the four specific
configurations. This indicates that all switching energies are
on the same scale as the temperature, 30 mK. To further
quantify this qualitative statement we note that in thermal
equilibrium the occupation numbers P±,± for these four states
are proportional to e−U±,±/kBT , where the notation ± indicates
the two possible states of each TLF and U±,± are the energies
of the corresponding conformation. The occupation numbers
are given by the normalized peak areas in the measured his-
tograms [Fig. 3(c)], P±,± = A±,±/�A where �A = A−,− +
A+,− + A−,+ + A+,+. The peak areas are obtained by fitting
the histograms to four overlapping Gaussians (cf. Fig. 6 for
the fit accuracy).

The microscopic picture of the interacting TLFs and TLS is
sketched in Fig. 3(d). Assuming the TLF-TLS coupling gSF is
smaller than the TLF-TLF coupling gFF (i.e., the backaction
of the TLS on the TLF is negligible—an assumption which
will be eventually justified by the numbers extracted from
the fit), we can compose a Hamiltonian for the two-TLF
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subsystem as

H = U0 − �1

2
σ1 − �2

2
σ2 − gFF

2
σ1σ2, (2)

where σ1,2 indicate the states (±) of the two TLFs, respec-
tively. The ground U−,− and highest energy U+,+ states can
then straightforwardly be assigned to the most and least popu-
lated peaks, respectively. The assignment of U+,− and U−,+ is
merely a matter of notation. We thus arrive at a system of four
equations H (±,±) = −kBT ln(P±,±) which we solve for �1,
�2, and gFF. From the data at 30 mK in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c) we
get �1 = 12.0, �2 = 8.6, and gFF = 3.9 mK.

The final ingredient in the microscopic picture in Fig. 3(d),
the TLS-TLF coupling gSF, can be extracted from the ob-
served shift in TLS frequency due to TLFs switchings, i.e.,
from the histogram peak-to-peak separation in Fig. 3(c). The
∼80 kHz separation between the (−,−) and (+,−) peaks
translates to an equivalent electric field increment of δVg =
0.5 V [with the slope δ f (Vg) in Fig. 3(a) as conversion factor],
equivalent to δE0 ∼ 200 V/m. This corresponds to an inter-
action energy E0 p0 ∼ 0.5 mK, an order of magnitude below
the extracted numbers for gFF. A posteriori, this justifies the
previously made assumption that the TLS state exerts a negli-
gible backaction on the TLFs. One possible interpretation for
such a small number for the TLF-TLS coupling is that the TLS
has a dipole moment ten times smaller than the TLF, though
a more natural assumption would be that TLF-TLF distance
is two times smaller than that of the two TLF-TLS distances
(the dipole-dipole interaction scales as ∼1/r3).

The same analysis was applied to the TLS switching
data collected at a set of temperatures up to 150 mK
(cf. Appendix D: Fig. 6), the cumulative plot for asymmetry
and interaction energies is shown in Fig. 3(e). It is quite clear
that the higher the temperature the higher the characteristic
energies of the TLFs disturbing the TLS. To understand this
correlation we note that in a (idealized) glassy media one finds
a hierarchy of fluctuators with arbitrary energy scales. At any
specific temperature T there exist fluctuators with switching
energies � much lower, similar and higher than T . Fluctua-
tors with � � kBT are switching too fast to be resolved as
separate peaks in the histograms: TLFs with switching rates
exceeding the measurement sample rate will contribute only
to the generic 1/ f noise background and to the linewidth of
the measured histograms. Only those TLFs with a switching
rate commensurate with the bandwidth of the experiment can
be observed as distinct peaks in the histograms. Varying the
temperature we thus acquire information about the TLF spec-
tral density. A set of histograms (Fig. 6) reveals that at any
temperature this specific TLS is perturbed by just a few TLFs
(one being dominant on some occasions), this means that the
TLF spectral density is essentially uniform in the 10–100 mK
range.

We now turn to the nontrivial question of whether the
measured data captures an ergodic representation of the full
statistics of the system. As discussed above, at any temper-
ature there exist high energy TLFs which fluctuate only on
very long timescales, i.e., they may or may not flip during the
given acquisition time. Such rare events can make histograms
extracted from repetitive time traces poorly reproducible. To
check for the reproducibility we perform the same histogram

decomposition on the two halves of the acquired time traces;
the �’s and gFF ’s extracted from the subsets are depicted in
Fig. 3(e) as triangles. We see that though the general energy-
temperature correlation holds, one cannot ascertain a specific
functional dependence. Much more comprehensive statistics
is needed to address the ergodicity issue and reveal the func-
tional form of the temperature dependence of the TLF self-
and interaction energies.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have shown that using frequency tunable
superconducting planar resonators in combination with elec-
trostatic gating the spectral diffusion of individual two-level
system defects can be mapped and their parameters obtained.
More importantly, by utilizing the coupled TLS-resonator
system as a sensor for the very low energy properties of the
TLF bath we demonstrate the methodology for building a
macroscopic picture of low energy glass physics based on
individual observations. Such a route provides an alternative
way to shed further light on the microscopic origin of low
energy TLFs. These low energy defects are otherwise very
challenging to study, yet they play an essential role in the
generation of noise and decoherence in quantum devices.
From a theoretical perspective, a number of long-standing
conundrums remain unanswered for amorphous glassy media.
In particular, the “universality problem” [38–40] and the fail-
ure of the STM for some materials below ∼100 mK [34,40–
42]. This has stimulated attempts to address these problems
by including TLF interactions in the form of inversion asym-
metry [33], dipole [27,32] or quadrupole [43,44] interactions,
or TLS clustering [42,45]. The methods presented here are
likely to aid in identifying appropriate models [34] for, and the
origin of, these elusive microscopic defects. Through detailed
temperature dependence of the TLF switching behavior and
the statistics gathered on a large number of TLS/TLF constel-
lations, the TLF energy density spectrum and the dominant
switching mechanism [46,47] can be deduced. Such infor-
mation will provide very restrictive selection criteria on a
plethora of phenomenological TLF models discussed in litera-
ture [5]. Through clear experimental evidence for two strongly
coupled fluctuators to the same TLS we are able to extract
TLF-TLF interaction energy which remains consistently small
(�10 mK) for a range of temperatures. Interestingly, the ascer-
tained energy scales and the uniformity of the TLF spectrum
are commensurate with the conjectured model for the ubiqui-
tous 1/ f flux noise in quantum devices [2,48,49].
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APPENDIX A: ESTIMATING NF FROM THE 1/ f
FREQUENCY NOISE AMPLITUDE

From the generalized tunneling model [27] (a model
descendant from the STM which takes into account TLS in-
teractions), we can estimate the average number of thermally
active TLFs coupled to a specific TLS, NF , from the measured
loss tangent χ ≈ tan δi and magnitude of the 1/ f frequency
noise A0:

A0 = πχ2F 2PγU0
NF


2Vh
. (A1)

Here F is a geometric filling factor, Pγ is a constant of order
unity that depends logarithmically on TLF switching rates,
U0 = p2

0/ε0εr , and h
2 = ln(
max/
min)χ (kBT )1+μ/(h f0)μ

is the average TLF linewidth. The average number of active
fluctuators coupled to each TLS is then

NF = A0h
2Vhε0εr

π (F tan δi )2Pγ p2
0

. (A2)

We use typical parameters [16] Pγ = 0.5, εr = 10, the log-
arithm of the ratio of the minimum and maximum of the
switching rate distribution ln(
max/
min) = 20, and μ =
0.2. The device specific parameters are [16,21] F tan δi =
0.7 × 10−5, Vh ≈ 2 × 10−16 m3, f0 = 4.86 GHz, F = 0.015
which results in NF = cT 1+μ ≈ 5 at T = 10 mK, where c =
1300 K−1−μ.

APPENDIX B: GATE-INDUCED ELECTRIC
FIELD STRENGTH

Figure 4(a) shows the detailed geometry of the sample
and its enclosure with the embedded gate electrode used to
tune the TLS energy via the electric field induced on the
TLS by the gate potential. All metal structures on the sam-
ple (superconducting) are connected to the ground potential
with a negligible resistance. The resulting static electric field
strength at the device surface is shown in Fig. 4(b), evaluated
using COMSOL. The figure shows the electric field strength
induced by the top gate electrode at the metal-air (MA),
metal-substrate (MS), and substrate-air (SA) interfaces for a
representative cross section of the device. Figure 4(c) shows
the probability distributions P(E ) of finding a TLS randomly
placed at the MA- (red histogram), the MS- (blue histogram),
or the SA- (orange histogram) interfaces at a point where the
gate-induced electric field has a specific value E . The his-
tograms were obtained from a 3D electrostatics model solved
for one elementary cell of the quasifractal device structure
(see Ref. [25] for design details), with a surface mesh element
size of 1 nm2. The gate electrode is much larger than the
resonator structure, hence the field strength is assumed to be
equal for all elementary cells across the device.

FIG. 4. (a) Schematic (not to scale) of the sample and its enclo-
sure outlining the location of the gate electrode and ground potentials
with respect to the sample. (b) Simulated electric field strength (for
1 V applied to the gate) along the two surfaces indicated by the
red and blue contours in (a). (c) Normalized histogram showing the
probability of finding a TLS, randomly placed at the MS or MA
interfaces, at a point with a certain electric field strength.

APPENDIX C: TLS PARAMETER DISTRIBUTIONS

From the calculated P(E ), which gives the likelihood
of finding a particular electric field strength anywhere on
the device surface, we evaluate the dipole moment of the
observed TLS with γ = 19 MHz/V in Fig. 2 using p0 =
(γ h/2)(∂V/∂E ). This gives the probability distribution for
the dipole moment of this particular TLS shown in Fig. 5(a),
which is peaked around 1.9 eÅ. Here we have neglected
the contribution from the MS interface, as this would yield
dipole moments that are incommensurate with the rest of our
observations. The MA and SA interfaces are almost indistin-
guishable in terms of E -field strengths and are here considered
jointly.

Next, the distance between the TLS and the TLF which
it is coupled to can be estimated from the offset of the two
highlighted hyperbolas in Fig. 2 using

4π

e
εrε0δE = 1

(r0 − δr cos θ )2
− 1

(r0 + δr cos θ )2
, (B1)
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FIG. 5. (a) Assuming the TLS is located at either the MA or
SA interface we can from the fitted hyperbola and the E -field dis-
tribution obtain a probability distribution for the dipole moment of
the TLS. (b) The probability distribution of the TLF-TLS separation
r0 assuming the rotation angle φ = 0. A larger φ would shift the
distribution towards smaller r0. (c) Measured distribution of TLS
voltage coupling coefficients γ obtained by fitting a large number of
hyperbolas observed across a number of cooldowns. Only hyperbolas
that are well defined (e.g., by the TLS minimum energy within or
near the measured frequency window) are included in the statistics.
The solid lines show the expected distribution obtained from the sur-
face E -field distribution and assuming a uniform angular distribution
of TLS orientations.

where δr = pTLF
0 /2e, θ accounts for the projection of the TLF

displacement towards the direction of the TLS, and δE is
the local variation in electric field deduced from the offset
of the two parabolas in Fig. 2. The TLF is assumed to have
the same dipole moment as the TLS. Solving for r0 with
φ = 0 we can evaluate the probability distribution in r0, which
is peaked around r0 ≈ 78 nm. This distribution is shown in
Fig. 5(b) and takes into account the MA and SA interfaces
only.

Finally, we show that the measured γ = 19 MHz/V is
commensurate with a TLS on the MA surface of our device,
located away from any metal edges. Close to the edges the
electric field is enhanced and a TLS placed there should have
a much stronger gate response. We associate those near-edge
TLS with the almost vertical lines that can be seen in Fig. 2.

FIG. 6. Distribution of resonator frequency for the coupled
resonator-TLS-TLF system together with Gaussian peak fits at dif-
ferent temperatures.

These segments can be fitted with γ ’s that are 20–50 times
larger, in agreement with the enhanced electric fields near the
metal edges. Excluding these from further analysis, we focus
on the TLS that have clear, observable hyperbolas.

Figure 5(c) shows the histogram of extracted coupling
coefficients from a large number of individual such TLS
hyperbolas seen in a number of measurements (several
devices/cooldowns). Naively one would expect that this
distribution reflects the E -field distribution of the device
[Fig. 4(c)], albeit averaged across all TLS angles θ , stretching
the distribution towards lower γ . For a uniform distribution
of TLS angles θ we would expect the distribution in γ to
continue down to zero. This expected distribution using the
assumption of p0 = 1.9 eÅ for two sets of surfaces considered
(MA + SA and MA + SA + MS) is shown as the solid lines
in Fig. 5(c). Interestingly, the measured distribution does not
continue smoothly down to γ = 0, but instead it is abruptly
terminated with no γ � 8 MHz/V. This implies that none of
the TLS observed are located at the MS interface where the
gate is well screened.
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However, θ = π implies that the TLS dipole moment is
orthogonal to both the DC gate and the RF electric field. Thus
the coupling strength to the resonator vanishes simultane-
ously, explaining why we do not observe any TLS with γ = 0
at the MA interface. At the SA interface this assumption does
not hold: RF fields are predominantly in the surface plane
but DC fields have a non-negligible perpendicular component.
Likewise, well inside the MS interface we have very small
DC fields that are orthogonal to the metal surface where the
RF field is still strong. Hence we conclude that the majority
of the TLS we observe are on (or very near) the metal sur-
face. In addition it would be natural to have a distribution of
dipole moments, further smearing the expected γ distribution.
The theory expectation in Fig. 5(c) is calculated assuming
a maximum dipole moment projection of 1.9 eÅ and mainly

highlights the lack of TLS observed with low γ . The data also
shows more TLS with larger γ than what is to be expected
from this estimate. This is likely the result of TLS defects
having a distribution of dipole moments and different loca-
tions within the interfaces that results in varying degrees of
screening of the local electric field.

APPENDIX D: SWITCHING HISTOGRAMS AT
DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES

In Fig. 6 we show the switching statistics obtained for the
coupled TLF-TLF-TLS-resonator system at different temper-
atures together with the Gaussian fits used to extract the peak
areas. Each dataset spans 2.8 hours of observations gaplessly
sampled at a rate of 10 Hz.
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